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Abstract 
It has been pointed out that strength defonnability concrete 
beams depend on its size. The purposes of this study are 
various factors influencing the size effect 
approach and secondly to verify Hillerborg's assumption conducting 
experimental tests. Based on the results of the numerical investigation, 
various factors affecting the size effect phenomenon were clarified. 
Furthermore, the test results indicated that the size a 
significant effect on the strength of concrete 
beams failing in flexure. 

1 Introduction 

It has been known that the shape of descending 
stress of the stress-strain curve of concrete is affected by 
Similarly, size effect has also been observed in 
beams. One of the probable causes size effect on 
beams is the localization of m zone. 
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to peak stress after peak stress stress-strain of curve 

Stress-Strain curve based on Hillerborg's assumption 

this section, Hillerborg's assumption is applied to the behavior of concrete 
at the compressive zone of the beam. The idealization of compressive zone 
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is shown in Fig.2. If the stress-strain 
member axis follows the concrete 

to express the stress-strain 
zone of the 

descending branch, Eu, by .... ...., .. _,...,,,,,..,,.,.,,.._ 

Eu= Wu IL 

I o-rlhA1'"rr assumed that 

gage length 
"wu" is a constant value; 

high strength concrete. 
descending branch of the 

compression zone of the 
to become brittle as 
hand, it is clearly 

Compressive zone 

Centroi da1 axis 

Tensile zone 

slope of 

0 0 
Uni-axial compression of concrete 

Fig.2 Concept of Compressive zone in RC beam 

Elastoplastic analysis 
Elastoplastic analysis of RC was carried out to evaluate size 
on strength and defonnability. adopted analytical procedure is 

which is regarded as a 1-D finite element,,,......, .. "'"""' 
stress-strain relationship for concrete is evaluated using a 

to the peak stress and a for the softening range. 
strain relationship for the reinforcement is evaluated by a bilinear 
Analytical variables are the depth of the beams "D" (1200 imn, 1000 
imn, 600 imn, 400 imn, 200 mm, 100 imn, and 60 imn for a total of 8 
and the tensile reinforcing ratio "Pt" (4.2%, 3.5%, 2.8%, 2.1 %, 1 
a total of 6 cases) . A total of 48 cases were analyzed. 
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shows the relationship between the nonnalized bending moment 
(MJBD20B) and normalized curvature ( cpD). Where M is the bending 

.lJ..H ... •J..lJ.",....La-, OB the compressive strength of concrete, B the width of beam and 

cp curvature. Figs.4(a) and 4(b) show the nonnalized curvature (<j)D) -

(D) and the normalized bending moment (MJBD2CTB) - depth (D) 
relationships, respectively. In these figures, the curvature and bending 
moments were nonnalized with respect to the corresponding values for the 
beam with the depth of 1200 mm. It is seen that the nonnalized bending 
moment of the beam with higher Pt increases as D becomes smaller. 
Similarly, the curvature tends to increase as the depth decreases, especially 

value is small. Consequently, it can be said that the size effect 
becomes more pronounced as the depth of the beams becomes shallower. 
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Fig.3 Normalized bending moment-normalized curvature curves 
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3 Experimental tests of RC beams 

Specimens 
series of tests; namely B07 and 1, were conducted. A total of 

RC beams with a single layer of tension reinforcement were prepared 
tested to verify the size effect on the behavior of RC beams. 
configuration and bar arrangement the specimens are shown in 
their structural variables are listed in Table 1. The tensile reinforcing 
B07 and B21 series are 0.7% and 2.1 %, respectively. In both series, 
cross-section of the full-scaled (s= 111) is BxD = 300 mm x 600 1mn 

the length(/) is 5400 1m11. The other specimens are 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8-scaled 
full-scaled specimen. In each series, the specimens were so designed 

the mechanical reinforcement ratio (Pt Osy /OB) is constant. Where Osy is 
yield strength of tension reinforcement. The mechanical properties of 

concrete and reinforcing bars are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 

30 3 D 

9 D 

Fig.5 Configuration and ber arrangement of specimen 

Table.l Structural variables 
Name of Size of Sp}tim}n Tensile (n fj:,_..:_Q __ ~L 
Soecimen BXOX 1(1_ mm Reinforcemnt (J B 

- -
B071 4-019 0.72 0.10 300 x 600 x 5400 ( 6000) .__ 

~---- 6-D25 1.89 0.27 
--

B072 150 x 300 x 2700 ( 3000) 3-010 0.53 0.09 
~rz- 6-013 1.90 0.27 

B074 2-D6 0.64 0.10 
'---75X 150X 1350(1500) B214 5-D6 1.52 ~ 0.27 ___ --~----

B078 37. 5 x 75 x 675(750) 3-03 0.84 0.09 -B2I8 ___ ~-5-D4 _____ ~-2-.so-- -0~8-----

B:widlh, D:dcpth, l:Span, !':Total length, Pt:Tensile reinforcing ratio, 
Pt• a • Y I (J h :mechanical reinforcement ratio 

Table.2 Mechanical properties of concrete 

CSJinder Material Compressive Maximum Elastic 
{zc Age St~eng~h Stra~~ Coefpciynt 

.... Illm) a s MPa c B ) Es MPa 
-- -" --jz.1 - --22.4X l0 3 --- _[) ¢_ ~J Q_() 48 0.32 

10¢ X200 28.4 0.31 f--l.g-:EJ-xio3 -

Table.3 Mechanical properties of reinforcing bars 

B 

Reinforcement Diameter 025 Dl. 013 010 D6 04 D3 
----Y(e(d str-ength --a-~ ; .. <M11·a) 318· ~364 439=-~~~-t= j6~f~--
-TensTTe- sfrength- -;:-t ____ Odra) 551 503 561 485 
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same 
were 

Pin Measuring intervals 

crip gages 

Loading and setup measurement system 

.5 

failure pattern of each specimen. All specimens indicated a 
flexure-compression failure. Differences in crack patterns were 

observed for beam that is, the number of cracks was more 
spacing between cracks was narrower in larger specimens. Furthermore, 

more cracks were developed and the length of cracks were shorter in beams 
higher reinforcing ratio those in beams with lower reinforcing 
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imen Py 
(KN) 

higher ratio, zone 
the centroidal depth. 
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B214 
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Fig.7 Failure Patterns of specimens 

Table.4 Test Results 

Pycal Py/Pycal 
(KN) 

37.24 
!-·-- ·---·-----t 

l1. 76 

Pu Pu/Py 
(KN) 

Py: Yield load, Pycal:Calcurntcd yield load by "0.9• a • Y •a t •d" 

Pu:Maximum load, o max:Maximum displacement, o /]:Member rotational angle 
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relationships in each interval (refer to Fig.6) 
from measured along the compressive and tensile sides 

-scaled and 1/2-scaled specimens. In the case of 1/2-scaled "'IJ'"'"'·L' ..... ...., ..... ..., 

(B072, B212) and specimens (B071, B211), the curvature on each 
interval increases monotonically up to the yield strength. After the yield 
strength, the curvature at the fracture zone increases while those of the other 
zones decrease, indicating unloading. This tendency is noticeable after the 
ultimate ,.,.,..,.r,...,. r.-.-.,, 

h.aihut:i..an test and analytical results 
"'"'1Y1 1"·"'..-1 '~'"'n between the experimental and analytical Fig.11 shows 

displacement curves. analysis was repeated by changing of 
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and test results, the following can be said: 

'""' ............. ,,,_,.,...., test on beams, it 
the specimen has an effect on strength 

agreement test results 
the size effect on the behavior 

by adopting Hillerborg's assumption. 

capacity of reinforced concrete 
121-134 

(1989) Size dependency of the stress-strain curve m 
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